
Robert Smith
Media Buyer

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Enthusiastic marketing professional with industry experience seeking a challenging position in the 
marketing and advertising field where exposed to a breadth of situations, increase skill level, and 
be part of a high-functioning team.

SKILLS

Media Coordinator, Media Representative.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Media Buyer
ABC Corporation  November 2005 – August 2008 
 Media Biller Made modifications to billing to ensure clients budget was reached.
 Proactively provided guidance, creative thinking and directions to the accounting team.
 Met regularly with supervisors and managers to discuss billing relations.
 Processed a high volume of print, spot and network invoices for accurate payment.
 Located and monitored outstanding accounts.
 Create various strategies and marketing tactics for client plans such as researching the 

market and related statistics.
 Handle inventory/post logs for assigned advertisers.

Media Buyer
ABC Corporation  2000 – 2005 
 Built relationships and collaborated with buyers, sales representatives, TV/radio networks and 

dub house in order to effectively negotiate buys and successfully carry out campaigns.
 Demonstrated strong organizational skills while managing client budgets, executing testing 

campaigns and working on deadlines to compile weekly positioning reports that measured 
effectiveness and were used for analysis to optimize plans moving forward.

 Ability to learn quickly and identify brands target market and their corresponding media 
consumption habits.

 Trained to look for the next breakthrough via competitive analysis and reporting, working with
up-and-coming technologies to make them viable for response-driven campaigns.

 Delivered daily oversight to clients and gained strong knowledge of the media landscape and 
solid relationships with the media community.

 Snapshot of client portfolio United HealthCare, Chase/Southwest Airlines, Jelmar, Reed Union, 
Lumber Liquidators, Quicken Loans, ConAgra, TD Ameritrade, Winn-Dixie, Lenovo, CeraVe & 
Fresh Wave..

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your current role.

EDUCATION

AAS in Business Management - (Berkeley College)
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